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Research and wider societal debates has explored the potentially

transformative role of AI in extended social control and hyper-capitalist

development in China. In this paper, we use those debates to reflect on

experiments with Urban AI in China. The key issue is whether AI offers

something distinctive or different compared with the logics and imaginaries of

ideas of the smart city. Analysis of emblematic sites of urban AI management

in the cities of Shanghai and Hangzhou demonstrates: the resonances and

dissonances between urban AI and smart. But they also demonstrate distinctive

and complex landscape of urban AI experiments that is not neatly captured

in social control and free market applications perspectives on AI. Moreover,

the urban experimental contexts in which AI is being rolled, reveal aspirations

for creating new “digital empires,” exploring new limits on data power and

potential social resistance. The paper makes a distinctive contribution by

providing a new framework for comparing logics of computational urban

management in the context of emerging AI applications. As such the paper

provides a distinctive framework for situating future applications of urban AI

management in China and identifies the future urban research priorities.
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Introduction

Over the last decade, the urban has been a central focus for the application of

computational systems most graphically captured in the growth of the smart cities

discourse (Hollands, 2008; Vanolo, 2014; Luque-Ayalaand Marvin, 2015; Luque-Ayala

and Marvin, 2020; Taylor Buck and While, 2017). A critical literature has traced the

various ways in which robotic and computational technology is being used to extend

surveillance and control in the city, through new technologies of surveillance, predictive

policing and software sorting (Graham, 1998, 2005; Graham and Wood, 2003; Kitchin

and Dodge, 2011; Eubanks, 2017). But automation is also being deployed to ease the

stresses and strains of urban life, for example through weather forecasting, congestion

management and automated environmental control (Luque-Ayala and Marvin, 2016).

Our interest in this paper is to take forward growing interest in the potential of

Artificial Intelligence (AI) to vastly extend and perhaps transcend the existing landscapes

and possibilities of computational urban management. AI can be defined as the extended

capacity for replacing and supplementing human decision making with automated data
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processing and prediction (Cugurullo, 2020). The possibilities

for AI are being extended significantly through advances in AI

applications and technologies that rely on AI or generate data

that can be used for extended AI applications - drones, facial

recognition software, automated traffic management - in the

urban context (see Macrorie et al., 2021).

Urban contexts are emerging as key sites for AI

experimentation, demonstration and application related to

automated management of people, energy and mobility and

surveillance (Vander Ark, 2018; Tomer, 2019; Cugurullo, 2020,

2021). However, there has been little critical assessment of

the socio-spatial geography of experimentation, the urban

challenges being addressed, and the potential consequences for

urban life and infrastructures. This paper therefore attempts

to understand the emergence of the new urban technological

imaginary of Urban AI. Located in a number of different

national contexts multiple claims are being made about the

potential of AI as a more desirable and effective form of urban

decisionmaking –most notably in China and US where national

AI priorities are being compared to a new arms race for global

economic dominance (Ding, 2018).

The aim of the paper is to examine whether, and if so

how, AI represents a distinctive mode of automated urban

decision-making. Is AI a distinct - post-smart city - socio-

technical logic and is it characterized by an extension of social

control or intense hyper-capitalist development? The paper has

three objectives. First, to provide an overview of the wider

landscape of urban AI experiments, seeking to understand

their resonances and dissonances with smart cities discourse

in order to better understand their specificity and potential

distinctiveness as an urban socio-technical capacity. Second, to

understand how AI is becoming urbanized through a case study

of the spatial dimensions of China’s national AI strategy focuses

on two sites with different styles of urban AI development – a

commercial logic in Hangzhou and a strategic state exemplar in

Shanghai. Third, we compare the cases by highlighting the way

in which the cases exemplify a diverse and highly experimental

landscape that simultaneously extends social control through AI

enabled surveillance and also develops new contexts for urban

AI products and services.

The research design for the project was three-fold. First, the

paper is informed by a systematic review of key social sciences

and urban studies literature related to AI and cities on the

internet and via Scopus. The review of urban AI was based

on web searching key words and put into a database of urban

AI initiatives to identify exemplary and emblematic contexts of

which China emerged as a key national context for urban AI

experimentation. Second, the paper draws on empirical research

on the development of urban AI projects in Shanghai - the

Shanghai AI urban development zone and Hangzhou - the

Alibaba city Brain project through a study visit in 2019 and

following up interviews and discussions. These case studies were

researched through study visits in Shanghai and Hangzhou,

five interviews and a review of primary policy documents. The

empirical research also included discussion and dialogue with

six experts on smart cities and AI in China, including academics,

entrepreneurs and government officials in Chengdu, Nanjing

and Beijing. Third, following the study visit interviews were

transcribed, key documents translated and empirical material

reviewed and analyzed.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section “China:

National AI leadership produces urban experiments” provides

a conceptual framework for situating urban AI within the

longer history of computational urban management. Section

“Experimental urban spaces of AI application in China”

interrogates national AI priorities in China and the way in

which these are shaping urban AI responses orchestrated

through strategic intermediaries. Section “Urban AI: Social

control and hyper-capitalist development” compares the two

emblematic cases studies of urban AI in Shanghai andHangzhou

assessing the extent to which these constitute a complex

landscape of both intensified modes of social control and hyper

capitalist development. Finally, section “Conclusions” concludes

by summarizing the key findings and identifies the future

research priorities for urban AI.

Urban AI: Post-smart city?

There is now a significant and growing literature on

“Smart Cities,” which explores various aspects of the theory,

practice and claims about the potential for improved

urban management through the application of digital and

computational technologies (Hollands, 2008; Vanolo, 2014;

Luque-Ayalaand Marvin, 2015; Taylor Buck and While, 2017;

Barns, 2020). Although its lineage reflects a much longer history

of computationally assisted urbanism and cybernetics, the smart

city imaginary is grounded in advances in computational and

digital power, including the increased automation of key aspects

of urban management to transcend the limitations of human

management. Much of the recent work on smart cities has

been critical of the promissory claims for smart cities made by

firms and governments. However, a wider body of work on the

computational reworking of cities has raised concerns about

issues of power and control via predictive techniques, “software

sorting,” the city as a site for mass surveillance and the selective

enhancement of urban infrastructure (Graham, 1998, 2005;

Graham and Wood, 2003; Kitchin and Dodge, 2011; Eubanks,

2017; Caprotti et al., 2017; Barns, 2021).

Research and policy interest in the computational

restructuring of urban management has now also focused

on the technological possibilities and potential of AI. While

AI can be defined in many ways in our paper AI represents

the increased potential for automated and robotic applications

that can undertake functions and/or solve problems commonly

associated with human intelligence, such as learning, problem
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solving and pattern recognition (Marr, 2018; Bratton, 2021).

A distinction might be made between the application of AI in

different contexts of application, for example, the AI that enables

robotic autonomy is different from the application of AI to sift

through different types of data, or AI that is used to monitor

and highlight “unusual” human movement, or AI that is used

to predict behavior. From an urban management perspective,

what is important is the potential of AI (i) to sift and process a

larger amount of data much faster and more efficiently than any

human system; and/or (ii) for AI to make complex decisions

autonomously or semi-autonomously of human control. In

short, AI allows for a vastly extended reach of computational

power and automated control in urban management that

cuts across infrastructure management (energy grids, traffic

and pedestrian management) and policing (surveillance and

tracking, traffic and pedestrian control, monitoring of social

media use) (Vander Ark, 2018).

Much of the popular preoccupation of AI is with the

idea of totally automated decision-making and autonomous

systems outside of human control. Yet the interesting political

questions about the use of AI are instead focused on the

appropriate boundaries between “blended” forms of AI and

human decision-making. Rather than total autonomy or total

human decision-making the questions are instead at what point

and in what circumstances should humans be brought into the

decision-making process. It becomes critical to understand the

variables and priorities that are used to inform AI applications

and decisions and those the aspects of human activity and

decision making that are controlled, triggered, augmented or

displaced by AI. As with all forms of technology, the enhanced

computational power of AI can be mobilized for social benefit

or to enhance power and control. There are certainly major

concerns about the potential for vastly enhanced forms of

social control and the development of more nuanced automated

mechanisms for controlling access to infrastructure and services

and rewarding and disciplining aspects of human behavior via

AI enabled techniques.

Urban AI technologies make significant demands on data

provision, monitoring technology and application contexts. In

its initial phase, AI will largely make use of existing data sources

and infrastructures of data collection provided by the smart

city. But the extended computational potential of AI is capable

of managing enhanced data collection and monitoring. This is

likely to be facilitated by the development of data gathering,

monitoring, tracking and policing technology that relies on

AI for extended functionality - sensors, cameras, tracking via

mobile phones and cashless payment systems, the use of drones.

Yet the technology has to be tested and developed in real world

contexts to understand its feasibilities, limits and opportunities.

Effective AI applications will co-evolve with infrastructures

of data collection, tracking and monitoring these are often

expensive to implement and operate, relying for example on

significant energy inputs. AI technologies also raise significant

concerns about privacy and safety that will need to be negotiated

in urban contexts andwith national governments and regulators.

In summary, urban AI may offer a way of automating urban

decision making either by displacing humans from routine

monitoring tasks or more rapidly and accurately substituting for

human decision making. The critical questions then are what is

distinctive about the functionalities and capabilities of AI that

separates it from the smart city, why might AI be applied in the

urban domain, and what happens to AI as it becomes embedded

in existing social and technological arrangements within the

urban context.

China: National AI leadership
produces urban experiments

AI extends the smart cities logic that computational

applications can solve a range of urban problems through

enhanced decision making and monitoring/control. However

new urban AI applications are likely to require substantial

upfront investment in data processing capacity and monitoring

infrastructure and also significant investment of time and

resource in the recalibration of urban services - policing, traffic

management - around urban AI management. In China three

factors are converging to generate a particular interest in the

possibilities for investment in urban AI.

First, the development of AI is now major part of national

state strategy in China reflecting the economic potential of AI

and China’s advantages in AI research and application.

“By 2030, China seeks to become the world’s primary

AI innovation centre, with a core AI industry gross output

exceeding RMB 1 trillion (USD 150.8 billion) and AI-related

gross output exceeding RMB 10 trillion (USD 1.5 trillion).”

(State Council of the People’s Republic of China, 2017)

Governments and leading tech firms in China are developing

and extending the country’s role as a leader in AI (Fischer,

2018; Dempsey, 2019; Roberts et al., 2021). Chinese firms

such as Alibaba, Tencent, Baidu and Alibaba’s fintech affiliate

Ant Financial are now well represented in lists of the

world’s leading internet firms (Ding, 2018). Urban AI is

not necessarily a major element of national R&D in AI

technology and applications, but cities (and the things that

happen in cities) are important for AI application and the

market for specific urban AI applications is significant in its

own right.

Second, the speed, complexity and challenges of urban

growth in China might be expected to generate considerable

interest from governments and cities in urban AI applications.

The story of China’s fast urban expansion is well-known.

Rapid urbanization has given way to an emphasis on

growth management as cities seek to maintain economic
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competitiveness whilst addressing pressing problems of

congestion and pollution (Mee Kam Ng, 2019). Simply moving

large numbers of people around and supporting ways of living

at high density are significant challenges in many Chinese cities.

There is intense competition between Chinese cities for skilled

workers and inward investment. For many of those cities,

the second wave of growth is about reconciling high density

living with quality of life, environmental quality and reduced

journey times. Chinese governments have become increasingly

interested in the potential of smart city technologies to address

urban challenges (Caprotti et al., 2017).

Third, the extended monitoring and control functions of

urban AI resonate with the broader and distinctive digitalization

of Chinese society through the development of the platform

economy (Chen, 2020). China is now one of the leading

cashless countries through twomainmobile and online payment

platforms, Alibaba’s Alipay and Tencent’s WeChat Pay (Lee,

2018, pp. 57–61). Moreover, as part of wider strategies of social

management there is widespread monitoring of population

movement across China, which is being further extended

through the ubiquitous use of the integrated WeChat and

Alibaba platforms and extensive use of CCTV and facial

recognition software in cities. As Ding (2018) suggests, the

hardware and software for data harvesting gives China a

potential ‘data advantage’ for AI, generating large volumes of

data that can underpin AI applications (and can only be utilized

fully through AI applications). In turn, AI technology opens

up new possibilities for citizen monitoring and management,

stimulating investment in technologies for generating new

urban data (notably extended and higher resolution facial and

movement recognition). China is recognized as the global leader

in facial recognition algorithms (Liu, 2018) with a large pool

of talent and expertise (Ding, 2018). However, as Ding (2018)

points out, the potential data advantage is not necessarily

reflected in reality because of organizational fragmentation

within the large firms. Ding argues that ‘economic benefits’ are

the primary driving force behind both the major public and

private Chinese actors in AI, but social and political priorities

are also significant in driving the application of AI in China.

Within that context, a key dimension of the Chinese urban

AI nexus is the potential for different urban trajectories in

urban AI application and development. Although there is strong

central government management of urban development and

R&D priorities, leading cities now have significant autonomy

in urban management and development strategies. Indeed,

there is growing inter-urban competition in China for higher

value firms and workers and urban government officials have

strong incentives to find innovative solutions. Moreover, as

Ding (2018) points out, “China is not a monolithic actor” in

high tech and that “matters when it comes to AI.” National

and municipal governments are important actors alongside

private companies, state owner companies, mixed ownership

companies and the People’s Liberation Army. Leading high tech

cities such as Shenzhen, Hangzhou, Shanghai, Guangzhou and

Beijing have distinctive AI R&D milieus which could provide

the basis for place-specific interests approaches in using cities

as demonstrators and test beds for new technology - and

also spatial variations in technology specialisms and expertise.

Companies have particular attachments with their cities, with

national AI aspirations underpinned by geographical variation

and intense competition between cities to attract and retain

high-tech firms and skilled graduates.

Experimental urban spaces of AI
application in China

Research on the application of AI in urban contexts

has been largely speculative because it has been difficult

to find explicit “urban” AI projects. Variants of machine

learning, automation and AI are increasingly used in

computational work and data analysis that impact on cities,

but experiments in the automation of urban infrastructure

have been limited. In the following sections, we examine

two notable urban AI experimental initiatives from China—

the Hangzhou City Brain project and the AI development

zone initiative in Shanghai—through which government

and/or private interests are scoping out the potential for

urban AI. Each case is structured through: a review of the

specific origins of urban experimentation; an assessment

of the role of urban authorities and the use of the context

as an experimental site; and, the wider consequences and

implications of the experiment both within and outside the

urban context.

Shanghai – The infrastructure for an
urban AI test bed

Shanghai is positioned as one of China’s most emblematic

urban test-beds for the development, production and utilization

of AI technologies. In May 2019, Shanghai was approved

by China’s Ministry of Science and Technology (MST) as a

National Pilot Zone for Innovative Development of New-

generation AI - Shanghai AI Development Zone - the second

of its kind in the country after Beijing (Wang, 2019; Xinhua,

2019). The Shanghai AI (SAI) initiative has a distinctive

urban dimension designed to transform the city’s economy,

public services and develop new modes of management

(Municipal Commission of Economy Informatization,

Shanghai, 2019). Shanghai’s status as national urban AI test bed

was a result of interplay between multiple socio-political and

spatial priorities.

First, as a national priority, the formation of the AI pilot

zones needs to be placed within China’s all-of-nation strategy of

being the global leader in AI fundamental theories, technologies
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and applications by 2030. State Council of the People’s Republic

of China (2017) suggested that selected pilot zones should be set

up as models for others to follow. MST stated:

Shanghai AI Development Pilot Zone will focus on

in-depth integration of AI technology and socioeconomic

development, exploring new mechanism and approaches

to development of new-generation AI. Shanghai should

gain experience from AI experimentation, shaping an AI

growth model that can be spread and replicated nationwide.

Shanghai’s AI initiative will play a significant role in shaping

a global influential sci-tech innovation hub, and advancing

the integrated development of Yangtze River Delta (MST,

2019).

The Shanghai AI Development Zone also had a strong urban

dimension in compliance with China’s “new-type urbanization

plan” (State Council of the People’s Republic of China, 2014),

which placed a high priority on technologically upgrading

the economies of three mega-city clusters, namely, Yangtze

River Delta (YRD), Pearl River Delta, and Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei

region. Located geographically at the heart of the Yangtze River,

Shanghai was widely viewed as a strong economic engine of

growth in the YRD urban agglomeration (China Development

Research Foundation, 2019). In this sense, the Shanghai AI

initiative was becoming strategically significant as part of China’s

new urbanization strategy. Shanghai was becoming a national

global center for AI entrepreneurs, skilled workers and venture

capital investment. By the end of 2018, the city hosted more than

one third of China’s AI scientists and engineers, and thousands

of tech companies specializing in, or partially engaging with,

AI hardware and software service, ranging from chip makers to

computer vision technology and venture capital firms actively

involved in deals related to financing AI industries (AI Era,

2019; International Talent, 2019). Shanghai demonstrated its

potential by attracting new AI labs affiliated to Baidu, Microsoft,

IBM, Alibaba and other major IT tech companies, and further

turning AI innovations into commercial products for wide use

in domains such as autonomous vehicles, facial recognition

cameras, and smart speakers.

Second, the municipal government was one of the

early adopters of AI for its internal operations, which was

arguably a key factor driving urban AI development. In

its Shanghai Master Plan (2017–2035), the Shanghai city

government set out the vision of transforming Shanghai into

a sci-tech innovation hub (Urban Planning Land Resource

Administration Bureau, Shanghai, 2018). In 2017, Shanghai

issued an Opinion on Facilitating Implementation of New-

generation AI Development, the city’s first AI policy document,

that marked the municipality’s effort to launch large scale urban

AI experimentation. The Opinion set out the 2020 targets of

‘forming 60 real-life contexts with AI applications, building five

leading AI industrial clusters, and expanding the city’s scale

of AI industry to more than 100 billion yuan (Shanghai City

Government, 2017). The Opinion prioritized the adoption of AI

in the “optimization of the urban operating system,” in order:

“to improve intelligent sensing and data collection

mechanisms, thus upgrading the urban management

capabilities in security, environment, and infrastructure;

to enhance the application of image and biometric

recognition technology to society management and the

mass surveillance system, thus boosting the city’s intelligent

capabilities in security control”. (2017 no page)

In 2018, in a more detailed delivery document

Implementation Measures for Accelerating High-Quality

Development of AI (Municipal Commission of Economy

Informatization, Shanghai, 2018), the municipality put forward

22 specific policies designed to import high-end international

AI talent, set up the Shanghai Municipal Big Data Center to

integrate data across the city’s different government departments

for utilization by AI companies, and provide financial support

for core AI technologies and AI companies (Municipal

Commission of Economy Informatization, Shanghai, 2018).

Additionally, in 2019, the municipal authorities set up an AI

development fund worth 100 billion yuan ($14.78 billion).

Finally, the city’s recent initiative has focused on providing

both the funding and ‘real-world’ contexts for AI companies

in China and from abroad to live-test their technologies and

products in the urban context. A total of 40 social and business

settings – involving schools, hospitals, government services,

living communities, foreign exchange centers, parking lots,

metros, trash sorting, farming – were made available for AI

applications (Sun, 2019). The city government would fund

and provide access to the context for firms to develop and

demonstrate live applications. There is a notable absence of key

governmental priorities in this strategy in relation to the purpose

of AI applications. Instead the logic is simply to experiment –

and presumably to learn about the potential of these systems to

automate services and substitute AI for human decision making

of both routine and specialist functions.

A notable example of this will to experiment with AI

applications is in the waste sector. Increasing solid waste

flows and an increasing emphasis on resource recovery have

stimulated AI applications to develop more sustainable forms

of waste management (Abdallah et al., 2020). A new mandatory

trash-sorting rule was introduced in Shanghai with the aim of

increasing levels of recycling to 35%. The challenge of sorting

waste into 4 categories initially prompted multiple complaints

from citizens about the challenges involved in complying.

In response dozens of AI bins capable of automatically

distinguishing 95% of waste items from “recyclable” to

“compostable” were put to the test on AIsland of the Pudong

AI Application Zone (Lin, 2019). Waste bins automatically

classified deposited trash into four categories and then collection
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FIGURE 1

A real-time image captured by AI chip-embedded surveillance

cameras.

vehicles automatically identified the appropriate bins and

processed them accordingly. The waste was then transported

to temporary transfer stations by driverless vehicles, and robots

then sorted out recycled or hazardous items before sending

them to different end points for processing. The experiment,

jointly enabled by national and city government and AI

companies, explored a possible trajectory for an AI-enabled

operating waste system. This produced an experimental mode

of automated waste management used driverless vehicles, image

recognition cameras and robotics to autonomously monitor,

collect, transport, recycle, dispose of waste without – apparently

- the intervention of humans. However, this pilot system needs

to be viewed as part of a much wider experimental landscape

of technical and social measures designed to promote waste

sorting (see Li and Wang, 2021). Yet the urban AI can also

be used to control humans (see Figure 1). Shanghai uses AI

to autonomously identify lawbreakers, jaywalkers, and other

criminal suspects. This is reflected in trial installments of facial

recognition cameras in the Shanghai Bund and some of the city’s

metro stations for the aim of ensuring urban security.

Hangzhou City Brain: A commercial
urban AI operating system

Hangzhou is headquarters to Alibaba, China’s most valuable

technology company and a leading provider of cloud computing

power (Brandz, 2019), and three of China’s largest providers of

AI enabled video surveillance equipment (Hikvision, Dahua and

Uniview) (Dai, 2019). The city is ranked along with Beijing,

Shenzhen, and Shanghai in ‘the top tier with the combination

of AI and urban development’ (Deloitte China, 2019, p. 15),

but has had far less state support than other leading Chinese

cities. Hangzhou’s configuration as an urban test bed for AI

applications, notably in its urban traffic management and public

security, hinges largely on the technological affordances of

Alibaba Cloud’s ET (meaning “extreme technology”) City Brain

and the city’s booming surveillance technology market (Curran

and Smart, 2021; Caprotti and Liu, 2022).

First, initially applied to Hangzhou’s Xiaoshan district in

2016, the ET City Brain project was carried out by Alibaba Cloud

(AliCloud) – a subsidiary of Alibaba Group – in collaboration

with the Hangzhou government with the initial the aim of easing

road congestion. City Brain aggregated data from multiple

sources, such as video cameras installed at road intersections,

real-time GPS locations of cars sent from mobile mapping apps,

and traffic police’s social media feeds (Alibaba Cloud, 2018a).

Powered by AI technologies and its large-scale cloud platform

Apsara, City Brain is said to have the capacity for analyzing a

huge amount of heterogeneous data and come up with real-time

solutions for road transportation, like automatically adjusting

traffic signals to allow emergency vehicles to travel through

the city without interruption, or identifying vehicle breakdowns

through image recognition technologies.

The critical factor contributing to Hangzhou’s urban AI

trials was the ready availability of sufficient AI-powered

surveillance equipment, driven by the overlapped interests

of local companies and the central government’s priority in

managing public security. Hangzhou is also known as a center

for surveillance technology firms for instance the Binjiang

district in Hangzhou is famed for its AI-assisted surveillance

camera industry, as it is home to Hikvision, Dahua and Uniview.

The three companies’ combined revenues accounted for 30%

of the global video surveillance sales, while more than half of

China’s video camera market shares is supplied by Hikvision

and Dahua (IHS Markit, 2017). These local companies laid

a technological foundation for Hangzhou to be extensively

equipped with AI cameras, which can automatically track a

vehicle, recognize a person or spot a criminal suspect through

gait or face recognition techniques (see Figure 2). After a two-

year pilot run Hangzhou saw its ranking on the list of China’s

most congested cities drop from 5th place in 2016 to 57th in

2018 according to data provided by Alibaba-owned digital map

AutoNavi (Hsu, 2018, n.p.). Alibaba Cloud said its ET City

Brain has increased people’s traveling speed by 15% in Xiaoshan

district, and halved the amount of time it took ambulances and

fire trucks to get to the scene of emergencies [Alibaba Cloud,

(n.d.)].

Second, in 2018, an updated version of “ET City Brain

2.0” was jointly launched by AliCloud and the Hangzhou

government, demonstrating the effort of multiple-party interests

to create a new metropolitan wide control infrastructure for the

city. The new version was designed to monitor and control the

city’s traffic at a larger scale (see Figure 3). In addition, the cloud

platform extended its actionable data insights beyond the traffic

management to the city’s fire rescue system, by identifying fire

emergencies, flashing green lights for fire trucks, and providing
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FIGURE 2

Screen shot of AI enabled CCTV camera screen.

FIGURE 3

City Brain control room Hangzhou.

real-time information for fire fighters through IoT sensors,

trans-department data integration, and video footage (Alibaba

Cloud, 2018b). In Hangzhou, the City Brain has extended its

intervention from the initial scope of transportation to city

management and government service areas, such as public

security, fire control, health care, and tourism, as evidenced by

its continuously updated versions (Xu, 2018). Hangzhou’s City

Brain pilot project has supported AliCloud’s position in rolling

out AI-embedded smart cities in other contexts.

Finally, in 2017, Alibaba was named alongside Baidu,

Tencent – collectively known as BAT – and voice recognition

specialist iFlytek as the first tranche of China’s national

technological leaders in boosting AI development (Meng and

Dai, 2017). In the case of Alibaba, the Chinese government

suggested its AliCloud subsidiary leverage its “City Brain” cloud

computing capabilities to build an open innovation platform,

thereby providing AI solutions for urban development. ET City

Brain then became a core part of its ambition to create an all-

encompassing “ultra-intelligent” agent for the city, because in

addition the company also started working on Medical Brain,

Environmental Brain, Industrial Brain, Aviation Brain, Sport

Brain, and Financial Brain (Alibaba Cloud, 2018c). According

to Min Wanli, then Chief Scientist of Machine Intelligence at

Alibaba Cloud, the ET brain is “an ultra-intelligent platform

capable of multi-dimensional perception, real-time analytic

insights, optimization of overall performance, and continuous

evolution” (Min, 2018). The premise of Min’s argument was

Alibaba Cloud’s ultra-strong machine-learning and real-time

visual computing capabilities, which can help connect, extract

meaningful values from a huge amount of heterogeneous data

(Zhang et al., 2019) could be applied in other domains.

Subsequently, the City Brain project was soon introduced

to more than 10 other cities in a company-government

collaborative model, including Xiongan – a brand new city

of national significance for performing Beijing’s non-capital

functions, Macau – Alibaba’s first smart city market outside

mainland China, and Kuala Lumpur – the capital of Malaysia.

The City Brain had wider resonance with the Chinese market

for surveillance equipment – in particular, the deep learning-

enabled video surveillance while “city surveillance is the largest

end-user industry” in China (IHS Markit, 2018, p. 9). This huge

investment in video-controlled cities needs to be understood

from a broader socio-political context, wherein the government’s

Xueliang Project became a booster. With its name deriving from

a Mao-era idiom that “the masses have sharp eyes,” the Xueliang

Project was launched in 2016 as part of the country’s Skynet

national security network. By installing surveillance cameras in

cities, towns and villages, the project was designed to establish

a comprehensive video data-sharing network to guard against

potential terrorists and criminals. Given the rise in China’s

AI innovations and cloud computing, the public surveillance

cameras enabled with AI were in widespread use.

Urban AI: Social control and
hyper-capitalist development

Chinese aspirations for global leadership in AI provide an

active context for urban responses. State and private sector

prioritization in AI technologies has created a context in which

significant resources and capacity can be mobilized at the urban

level to undertake AI experimentation. There are, however,

important differences in the urban landscape of experimentation

within China and potentially different trajectories for the AI in

the future focused on combinations of social control and market

competition. This evidenced through three areas of tension:

First, there are tensions in Chinese urban AI policy between

state security and corporate priorities. While historically

Chinese state sponsored digital megaprojects have been

primarily focused on ensuring internal control and external

military security this is not solely the case with the AI

programme (Ho, 2018; Horowitz et al., 2018; Keane and Hu,

2019). Chinese state owned and private corporate interests are

strongly represented in initiatives that target the development

of building internal leadership in key AI technologies. Research
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needs to recognize that urban AI is likely to represent both

these agendas with the cases illustrating logics of social control

through security, surveillance and AI enabled facial recognition

which co-exist with strategies designed to develop new products

and services and establish these as internationally competitive

platforms to complete with US dominance in urban platform

technologies. These dual priorities are closely reflected in the

case studies we have considered above where find logics of

enhanced social control and market development. Shanghai

provides evidence of a state sponsored test-bed that involves

the development of AI initiatives designed to enhanced social

control and develop new commercial priorities. Recognizing

the significant business opportunity for AI control systems,

Alibaba has since sought to market City Brain as platform for

its wider urban functionality in different contexts with cities

able to pick and mix from different functions depending on

their priorities and budget. Further iterations of the system have

been developed and more than 10 urban municipalities have

purchased the programme in China. These products also contain

the potential for intensified commercial control. Consequently,

there is a need to recognize the dual processes involved in urban

AI development and its inherent overlaps and tensions between

commercial and military domains. The movement across these

domains and their translation into urban applications has been

central to the development of smart cities in the West (Marvin

and Luque-Ayala, 2017). Further work needs to be undertaken

on the dynamics of these processes of transmutation in the

Chinese context (see Luque-Ayala and Marvin, 2020).

Second, there are tensions between central direction

and fragmented implementation. There is a tendency to

overstate the degree of state direction and control in the

social organization of Chinese megaprojects (Ding, 2018).

While the national priorities and funding are set centrally

our cases demonstrate that there is considerable diversity

in how urban municipalities and their wider city-regions

respond to these opportunities (Horowitz et al., 2018).

National AI priorities are reworked through particular forms

of place based partnership and through contextual urban

priorities to produce specific experimental configurations

and applications. In the case of Hangzhou, a coalition

was developed between local government and the locally

embedded digital corporate Alibaba via an application created

to address issues with heavily congested highway networks.

In contrast Shanghai was positioned as a national exemplar,

alongside Beijing, and with its much more significantly

well-resourced programme was able to use the programme

to position the city-region as national test-bed for Chinese

companies, attract local talent and also incentivise west

tech companies to established AI research centers in

Shanghai. This is designed to be part of a wider strategy

to diverse the Greater Shanghai area economic structure.

In both contexts, there is a much more varied and diverse

programme of AI experimentation in which urban authorities

have differing degrees of autonomy to set priorities and

form partnerships.

Finally, it is therefore by no means inevitable that the

national strategies priorities will be realized in practice. The

aspirations to build a “digital empire” utilizing Chinese AI

platforms outside China (Keane and Hu, 2019) that can compete

with incumbent platforms is challenging. To date only the City

Brain product has only found one other context for application

outside China in Kuala Lumpa the capital of Malaysia. Within

China the 996 movement has campaigned against long hours

and exploitative working conditions in the technology sector.

Online digital resistance to the priorities and activities of urban

and regional government – but rarely the central party – is used

to gauge levels of dissent and used by the state to modify central

messaging. In the Chinese context extended AI applications

are so far justified that they are needed to help manage the

difficulties created by the movement of large numbers of people

in dense urban contexts, but the national embracing of AI

may raise unintended consequences and contradictions that

are difficult to anticipate and control. AI roll out is subject to

multiple contingencies that go beyond the potential for citizen

resistance, including: the energy costs and capacity needed to

process data, the staff costs required to act on information

provided, and the on-going task of defining what sorts of data

and AI might be useful and for what purposes.

Conclusions

The paper highlights considerable political and financial

investment in the hardware and software of urban AI in China.

There are a range of interests and priorities in the ’national’ AI

initiative, including the potential to use AI for internal social

control, the potential for external military and political control,

the search for profit by firms and entrepreneurs, and intense

competition to establish the technology for future tech platforms

that can be applied outside China. While commentators and

critics have the rise of AI as part of an authoritarian state

project (Feldstein, 2019) others have linked it to a distinctive

logic of hyper-capitalist development in China (Keane and Hu,

2019). Both perspectives have perhaps overstated the coherence

of the national AI project in China. There is not necessarily

any singular logic to the “national” AI development push,

and that becomes particularly the case for AI applications

in urban contexts (see Horowitz et al., 2018). In effect, AI

is being taken forward through a trial and error process of

experimentation around particular sites of intervention – which

involves the urban context – to address both security and

economic priorities. The national innovation system for AI

in China is multiple, dispersed and fragmented, consisting of

a large number of actors and stakeholders whose interests

might conflict, coincide and coalesce. The key dimension of

that complexity is the relationship between different central
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agencies (the Army, government) and cities as sites of distinctive

clusters of semi-autonomous AI technology and also as sites of

application and experimentation.

Further research needs to unpack the dynamics of

this landscape of urban AI experimentation. We suggest

three research priorities that are of critical importance in

understanding the distinctiveness of urban AI as a mode of

urban governance. The first is the need to understand the specific

genealogies of AI before they are transmuted into urban context.

AI has more diverse origins beyond the computational sector,

including in advanced manufacturing, automated logistics,

automation of aviation, military and defense robotics. It is

necessary for urbanists to unpack the ways in which operational

logics, rationalities and modes of organization from existing

contexts where AI and robotics are already applied might

shape their transmutation into urban contexts (Luque-Ayala

and Marvin, 2020). These histories are critically important for

revealing the controversies, glitches and tensions associated with

the prior use of AI systems. Fundamentally this raises wider

questions about who owns AI technologies, whether this then

creates new opportunities for private involvement in urban

development and crucially how can urban authorities govern

the roll pout of AI systems. The second research priority is

to focus on teasing out the techno-spatial distinctiveness of

urban AI systems and the ways in which they are inserted

into an already highly technicised urban context (Macrorie

et al., 2021). While urban AI applications build on the data

structures, computational and digital systems they also seek to

extend these in novel ways through new enhanced functional

capacities. Key to this is the ability not solely to generate new

ways of knowing the urban but also to provide the capacity

for enabling novel forms of machine-mediated action in urban

life. This requires engagement with the ways in which AI

enables modes of automated decision-making that exceed the

cognitive capacity of humans and how AI enables material

and physical action(s), whether this is in the form of AVs,

drones, delivery robots, the repair of infrastructure, or other

actions. Research will need to focus on the different spaces AI

occupy whether constituted as metropolitan wide platforms or

selectively incorporated into highly specific products or services

in a highly distributed manner. The third research priority is to

interrogate the ambivalent logic of urban AI. On the one hand

the promise of AI is that it provides more accurate, efficient,

error free and rapid decision making but on the other there are

clearly risks of social control and deepening inequalities. While

at their inception new technologies are often associated with

utopian imaginaries these progressive social and environmental

potential are often marginalized when constituted as private

liberalized services. The question then is whether and how urban

authorities can develop the knowledge and capacity to shape

the trajectory of urban AI application in order to capture and

promote wider social and environmental benefits that support

strategic urban priorities. National state sponsored programmes

of urban AI experimentation provide an important context in

which learning about the potential and limits of AI can take

place. Critically it is important that urban research capacity is

developed and deployed comparatively to understand the ways

in which urban life is being reshaped.
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